Street Scooter receives approval for large series production


Kraftfahrtbundesamt (KBA - German motor transport authority) grants Deutsche
Post subsidiary EC type approval for large series production



Vital step for market leader in electric utility vehicles



Registration of e-vehicles outside Germany greatly simplified

Bonn/Aachen - December 7, 2018: Street Scooter GmbH has received EC vehicle type
approval from the KBA for large series production of its basic WORK electric delivery van. Large
series production had already been approved for Street Scooter’s new WORK XL model, which
went into serial production in October and is being built in cooperation with vehicle manufacturer
Ford at its factory in Cologne (Germany). The recently granted approval brings the Aachenbased electric vehicle producer and subsidiary of Deutsche Post DHL Group a vital step further
in being able to meet growing domestic and international demand in an efficient and effective
way.
In Germany, EC type approval for large series production is granted to vehicle manufacturers by
the KBA to certify compliance with strict production standards, including in serial production
involving many thousands of vehicles.
Catalyst for international growth
“The level of interest shown in the Street Scooter by companies with large fleets, tradespeople
and municipal corporations is huge. Approval for large series production means that when filling
fleet orders, large numbers of vehicles can be put on the road without problems, including
abroad,” enthuses Achim Kampker, CEO of Street Scooter GmbH. “Given our growing
production quantities, this is a truly vital step.” In addition to its existing production site in
Aachen, Street Scooter opened a second manufacturing facility in Düren at the end of May
2018. This increased the company’s production capacity to up to 20,000 electric vans per year.
The approval for large series production also applies to other European Union (EU) countries
and to Switzerland and Norway. It greatly simplifies registration of Street Scooter vehicles in
non-EU states as well. “We receive lots of inquiries and concrete orders from abroad,” says Mr.
Kampker. “We can now meet that demand with greater efficiency and effectiveness, especially
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where large orders are concerned.”
Street Scooter already has vehicles out on the streets in various EU states. UK milk supplier
Milk & More purchased 200 Street Scooters back in May. DHL uses Street Scooters for
deliveries in Austria and the Netherlands.
– End –
You can find the press release for download as well as further information on
dpdhl.com/pressreleases
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Deutsche Post DHL Group is the world’s leading mail and logistics company. The Group
connects people and markets and is an enabler of global trade. It aspires to be the first choice
for customers, employees and investors worldwide. The Group contributes to the world through
responsible business practices, corporate citizenship and environmental activities. By the year
2050, Deutsche Post DHL Group aims to achieve zero emissions logistics.
Deutsche Post DHL Group is home to two strong brands: Deutsche Post is Europe’s leading
postal service provider. DHL offers a comprehensive range of international express, freight
transport, and supply chain management services, as well as e-commerce logistics solutions.
Deutsche Post DHL Group employs approximately 520,000 people in over 220 countries and
territories worldwide. The Group generated revenues of more than 60 billion Euros in 2017.
Die Post für Deutschland. The logistics company for the world.
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About StreetScooter GmbH: StreetScooter is a pioneer in new emobility and market leader for electric commercial vehicles in Germany.
We combine the art of engineering, the courage to have a vision,
innovative production, and a consistent customer orientation. The result
is a truly successful product made in Germany: a zero-emission,
practical electric utility vehicle with significantly lower operating costs
than those of a conventional internal combustion vehicle. We offer our
customers an attractive insurance package and comprehensive service,
including advice, financing, and charging infrastructure support. Our
vehicles are manufactured in Aachen and Düren, Germany.
StreetScooter GmbH was founded in 2010 by professors at RWTH
Aachen University and has been a subsidiary of Deutsche Post DHL
Group since 2014.
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